
 

Dates to remember: 

 Saturday 25th August—Term 3 

Working Bee 9am—1pm 

 Friday 21st September—Last day of 

Term 3—2:30pm finish 

 Friday 12th October—ART SHOW 
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Hello everyone, here we are half way through Term 3 already! There has 

been so much we have packed into the term already, with the highlights 

being pasta making, our Science Expo and the Book Week incursion.  

Please read on to find out about some of the fantastic learning….  

Numeracy 

Last week the students completed their flexible groupings 

for Multiplication and Division and they have all worked 

hard to develop their skills in these areas. Through a 

sequence of lessons covering skip counting, repeated 

addition and subtraction, sharing and multiplying by 

groups and creating and describing arrays they have 

investigated a range of calculations, pictures and worded problems. 

Throughout the unit there has been a strong focus on using concrete 

materials, to support their understanding of the key concepts in this topic.  

We are now moving onto our Fractions unit. The students 

will be identifying halves, quarters, thirds and beyond. We 

will be identifying fractions of objects and shapes as well as 

collections of objects. As always they will be using a variety 

of hands-on materials to help them visualise their ideas, as 

well as utilising the excellent opportunities for ‘real world’ 

maths. We would love you to also exploit the many opportunities for 

recognising fractions in the world around us (e.g. How can we slice this pizza 

to make sure each member of our family gets a piece? What fraction of the 

whole is one slice? There are 8 cars parked in our street and 4 of them are 

white, what is that as a fraction? etc)  

Reading 

This term in reading the Junior School will be focusing on the Big Three 

(Author’s Purpose, Figurative Language and Main Idea) which have been 

identified for our whole school as our point of need from the NAPLAN data. 

In order for students to successfully use the Big Three, they need to be able 

to use multiple reading strategies at one time, just as you would do as an 

adult. These 3 strategies allow readers to better understand and ENJOY texts 

at a deeper level. This term also included our Book Week incursion. 

Performers came in and told a story which included dance, drama and music 

about 3 of the Children’s Book Council of Australia shortlisted books: 

Florette, Boy and I’m Australian Too. 

Writing 

This term the writing genres we are focusing on are information reports and 

persuasive writing. For the first half of the term students have gone through 

the writing process to produce information reports about varying topics such 

as tigers and aeroplanes. We have also spent one session a week using the 

scaffolded literacy approach where we look at quality mentor texts that are 

excellent examples for the narrative genre. We have used these texts to 

explicitly teach language skills at a sentence and word level. It has been 

wonderful seeing the children experiment with different vocabulary and 

sentence structure. 

We 

discovered 

that hollow 

structures 

can be very 

strong! We 

loaded the 

paper tubes 

with 6kgs!! 
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Science Expo 

Checking 

our pulses 

in a 

unique 

way! 



Integrated Studies—Italian Culture 

Learning to play Bocce 

Pasta making was super messy but 

great fun! It was wonderful to hear 

that lots of children cooked it and ate 

it at home! 
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Integrated Studies 

Throughout Term 3 students will be immersed in the food, games, music and 
traditions of different cultures across Australia through our integrated unit 
‘Celebrating Differences’. They will explore the meaning of tradition as they 
build objects and experience cultural customs in a hands-on way. Your child will 
reflect on their own family's culture in preparation for sharing with other 
students at the end of each week. Students will begin to answer some essential 
questions such:  

What are some differences and similarities between different cultures? 

What are some differences and similarities between generations? 

Why is it important to celebrate our differences? 

How can we treat all people fairly and with respect? 

Play is the Way 

This term we have been looking at the orange poster Treat others as you would 

like them to treat you and the green poster Be Brave-Participate to 

progress.  The students have been participating in games such as Bull’s Eye, that 

have created discussion around how we treat others. By participating in this 

game students are developing self-awareness and self-regulation. This game 

allows students to become tolerant of individual differences and 

accommodating to one another’s needs. 

Students have also been experiencing bravery while playing games such as 

Robots, Dead Ants and Knotted Arms. Games such as Knotted Arms and Dead 

Ants exposes students to be courageous and continue to try despite making 

mistakes and fearing failure. This game encourages students to keep on trying 

and eventually see how they progress as the game continues.  

Each grade has and will be showcasing a Play is the Way presentation at 

assembly on a Monday morning. Please find below the remaining dates the 

Junior School classes will be presenting: 

27/08—1B Helen Farr 

15/10—2C Alec McPhee 

22/10—1C Tessa Horkings 

Special Events 

There has been several events on this term that caused great excitement! 

Firstly, we boogied at the Silent Disco. With headphones synced, the vibe was 

energetic as students danced in conga lines, sung their hearts out and enjoyed 

company of their peers surrounded by glow stick accessories and crazy outfits. 

Did someone say marshmallows?! Checking our pulse with these sweet treats 

was one of the big hits at our Science Expo, among numerous experiments 

across the school. Did you hear the animals, discover how fish breathe or 

understand how bird bones work? Thank you to all those 

that were able to attend either of these events. We look 

forward to more fun before the end of the year! 

The Junior Sub School Team 
Luke Aldred, Alec McPhee, Megan Foley,  
Emily White, Tessa Horkings and Helen Farr 
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